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Peierls,	1933:	Physics	in	a	low	dimensional	world

Peierls 1907-1985

Would	the	usual	physical	objects	like	crystals	or	magnets	exist	in	a	2D	world?

At	non-zero	temperature	there	is	no	true	crystalline	order	in	dimension	1	or	2

Generaliza1on	by	Mermin-Wagner	and	Hohenberg	(1966)	for	any	system	with	short-range	interac1ons:		
no	breaking	of	a	con1nuous	symmetry	leading	to	a	long-range	order	in	the	system	( )T ≠ 0

This	result	also	applies	to	the	case	of	Bose-Einstein	condensa5on	(U(1)	symmetry)

h(uj � u0)
2i / T ln(Rj)

diverges	at	long	distance
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Topological	order

1973,	Kosterlitz	&	Thouless	(prelim:	Berezinskii):		Ordering,	metastability	and	phase	transi1ons	in	two-dimensional	systems	

D.J. Thouless F.D. HaldaneJ.M. Kosterlitz

In	spite	of	Mermin-Wagner-Hohenberg	theorem,	“unconven1onal”	phase	transi1ons	can	s1ll	take	place	in	2D	systems

Transi5on	between	two	different	kinds	of	disordered	phases,	that	are	topologically	dis5nct
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Outline	of	this	lecture

Hadzibabic & Dalibard, Riv. Nuo. Cim. 34, 389  +  College de France lectures 2016-17

For superconductors: Benfatto, Castellani & Giamarchi, arXiv 1201.2307 

1.	The	Peierls	argument

2.	The	ideal	2D	Bose	gas

3.	The	Gross-Pitaevskii	approach	for	the	interac1ng	2D	gas

4.	The	Kosterlitz-	Thouless	argument

5.	Inves1ga1ons	with	atomic,	molecular	and	op1cal	(AMO)	systems
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1.	

The	Peierls	argument	in	1D,	2D,	3D
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Simple	argument	in	1D:	Piling	up	defects

0 a 2a 3a
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U(x)

a

Zero	temperature	+	no	quantum	fluct.:	ordered	chain

 =
d2U

dx2

����
x=a

Non-zero	temperature:

h�1i = 0 h�21i ⇠
kBT



We	fix	the	posi1on	x0	of	the	atom	j = 0.	The	posi1on	of	atom		j = 1 can	fluctuate:

x1 = x0 + a+ �1

h�2
j i ⇠

kBT


j.Sum	of	independent	variables:

h�2j i ⇠
kBT



x2 = x1 + a+ �2

xj = xj�1 + a+ �j

Then: .
.
.

�j = �1 + �2 + . . .+ �jxj = x0 + ja+�j
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Piling	up	defect	(2)

0 a 2a 3a

If		 	,	i.e.		 		,	all	informa1on	is	lost	regarding	the	posi1on	of	atom	j	with	respect	to	the	crystal	period	

no	long-range	order		

⟨Δ2
j ⟩ ≳ a2 j ≳

κa2

kBT

h�2
j i ⇠

kBT


j.xj = x0 + ja+�j

x0 x1 x2 x3

For	a	more	rigorous	argument,	look	at	the	collec8ve	modes	of	the	chains	(phonons):

Average	at	thermal	equilibrium:			 		if		 			and				⟨ũqũ*q′ 
⟩ = 0 q ≠ q′ 

1
2

mωq⟨ | ũq |2 ⟩ =
1
2

kBT

Collec1on	of	independent	harmonic	oscillators	of	wave	vector	 	and	frequency	q ωq = 2
κ
m

sin(qa/2)

jj − 1 j + 1 j + 2
uj =

1

N ∑
q

eiqXj ũq E = ∑
q

1
2

m ·̃uq
·̃u−q +

1
2

mω2
qũqũ−q

κ κ κ
Xj = ja
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The	2D	case

The	detailed	analysis	is	more	complicated	because	of	the	two	possible		
polariza1ons	of	the	modes:	parallel	or	perpendicular	to	q

Scaling	analysis:	phonons	 	with	 	for	low	q = (qx, qy) ωq = cq q

rj − r0 − ja =
1

N ∑
q

(eiqja − 1) ũq

1
2

mωq⟨ | ũq |2 ⟩ =
1
2

kBT

Logarithmic	divergence	of	 	with	the	distance	 	with	a	dominant	contribu1on	of	⟨(rj − r0 − ja)2⟩ ja q ∼ π/ja

0 j

“Only	logarithmic”	in	2D:	quasi-long	range	order

r0

rj
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The	3D	case

image I. Bloch

Same	type	of	analysis:

h(uj � u0)
2i ⇠ akBT



Z

ZB

sin2(q ·Rj/2)

q2
d3q

d3q = q2 dq d2⌦ no	divergence	anymore		
in	q = 0

One	then	finds	that	 		is	independent	of			⟨(rj − r0 − ja)2⟩ j

Cristalline	order	can	exist	over	an	infinite	range

wikipedia
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Mermin	-	Wagner	-	Hohenberg	theorem

For	a	system	with	a	dimension	lower	or	equal	to	2	and	short-range	interac1ons,		
there	is	no	spontaneous	breaking	of	a	con1nuous	symmetry	at	a	non-zero	temperature

• If	the	range	is	infinite,	mean-field	theory	is	valid	and	standard	phase	transi1ons		
predicted	in	this	case	can	occur.

• Con1nuous	symmetry:	transla1on,	Heisenberg	magne1sm,	Bose-Einstein	
condensa1on.	The	theorem	does	not	apply	as	such	to	discrete	symmetries	(Ising).

• At	zero	temperature	the	interac1ng	Bose	gas	is	condensed.
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What	about	graphene?

Compa1bility	with	Mermin	-	Wagner	-	Hohenberg	theorem?

• Because	of	the	slow	increase	of	 	with	 ,	the	loss	of	crystal	order	appears	only	on	very	long	length	scaleslog( j) j

A	finite	size	sample	may	exhibit	a	crystalline	order

• The	surface	is	rippled	and	the	non-linear	coupling	between	the	fluctua1ons	of	the	height	and	the	displacements	
parallel	to	the	surface	induce	an	effec1ve	long-range	component

Fasolino et al, 2007 
 Nature materials 6.11, p. 858–861.
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2.		

The	2D	ideal	Bose	gas
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Einstein’s	saturated	ideal	gas

{Nexc

E0

Bose	par1cles	confined	in	a	box	at	fixed	temperature	
	
The	number	of	par1cles	that	can	be	placed	in	the	excited	
sates	is	bounded.	Indeed	the	Bose	law

Np =
1

e(Ep�µ)/kBT � 1

is	meaningful	only	if	 µ < E0 = 0

Nexc(T, µ) =
X

p 6=0

1

e(Ep�µ)/kBT � 1
<

X

p 6=0

1

eEp/kBT � 1
obtained	for µ ! 0

Con1nuum	limit	using	the	density	of	states:	 Nexc(T, µ) <

Z +1

0

D(E)

eE/kBT � 1
dE

Does	this	integral	converge	in	E=0		?
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Einstein’s	saturated	ideal	gas	(2)

{Nexc

The	convergence	in	 	depends	on	 	E = 0 D(E)

Nexc(T, µ) <

Z +1

0

D(E)

eE/kBT � 1
dE

For	a	given	 ,	one	can	put	an	arbitrarily	large	number	of	par8cles	in	the	excited	states	by	leAng	 :		no	BEC						T μ → 0

• In	3D:	 D(E) /
p
E

kBT

Z

0

1p
E

dE converges	in	 	:	BEC	!E = 0

and 1

eE/kBT � 1
⇡ 1⇣

1 + E
kBT

⌘
� 1

=
kBT

E

• In	2D:			 	is	constant	and	the	integral																																	divergesD(E) kBT

Z

0

1

E
dE
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Momentum	distribution	of	the	ideal	2D	Bose	gas

Quantum	sta1s1cs	s1ll	play	a	role,	even	in	the	absence	of	condensa1on:	

Par1cles	accumulate	in	the	region	of	small	momenta

Varying phase space density from   to  ≪ 1 ≫ 1

0 2 4 6 8

10�3

101

105

p�T /h̄

N
(p
) D = 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10

p�T

~ = 1 , p2

2m
=

1

4⇡
kBT

Lorentz	distribu5on

�T =
~
p
2⇡p

mkBT
:	thermal	wavelength

D = ⇢�2
T

:	phase	space	density

N(p) =
1

e(p2/2m�µ)/kBT � 1
⇡ kBT

p2

2m + |µ|
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Spatial	coherence	of	the	ideal	2D	Bose	gas

Characterized	by	the	one-body	correla1on	func1on

G1(r, r
0) = hr|⇢̂1|r0i :	Fourier	transform	of	the	momentum	distribu5on

0 2 4 6 8

10�3

10�1

101

r/�T

G
1
(r
)

D = 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10

Lorentz	momentum	distribu1on

G1(r, 0) / e�r/`

The	coherence	length	 	increases		with	ℓ 𝒟

Exponen1al	G1

An	exponen1al	decay	is	by	essence	“fast”	(even	if	 	can	be	large):	no	emergence	of	quasi-long	range	order	at	this	stage…	ℓ
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3.		

The	Gross-Pitaevskii	approach	for	the	interac1ng	2D	gas

z

x

y
Contact	interac1ons	described		
by	the	3D	scanering	length	aaho

<latexit sha1_base64="tcIQ3xyMUzdOULFdmVRVyNp0+zY=">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</latexit>

strong	harmonic	
confinement	along	z



Freezing	of	density	fluctua1ons		
due	to	repulsive	atomic	interac1ons,	
valid	for	large	phase	space	densi1es  (r) ⇡ p

⇢0 ei✓(r)

The	interac5on	energy	is	a	constant:	only	the	kine5c	energy	is	relevant	for	the	dynamics

𝒟 ≫ 1 𝒟 = ρ0λ2
T
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The	2D	Gross-Pitaevskii	energy

Descrip1on	of	the	state	of	the	gas	by	the	classical	field	 	:ψ(x, y)

Dimensionless	parameter	describing	
the	strength	of	contact	interac1ons

Eint =
~2
2m

g̃

Z
| (r)|4 d2r

Ground	state	in	a	box	 :	L × L  (r) =
p
⇢0 avec ⇢0 =

N

L2
 (r) =

p
⇢0 avec ⇢0 =

N

L2

At	non-zero	temperature,	phase	and	density	fluctua1ons:	

 (r) =
p
⇢(r) ei✓(r)

E = Ekin + Eint

Ekin =
~2
2m

Z
|r |2 d2r

g̃ =
p
8⇡

a

aho
<latexit sha1_base64="w7wPuxBYpGpyhy7xqd3+jCyExG0=">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</latexit>

λ2
T =

2πℏ2

mkBT
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Phase	coherence	in	an	interacting	2D	Bose	gas

Fourier	expansion	of	the	phase ✓(r) =
X

q

cq e
iq·r phonon	excita5ons	(no	vortex!)

At	thermal	equilibrium:	 h|cq|2i / kBT

cf. Peierls

Ekin =
~2
2m

Z
|r |2 d2r Ekin ⇡ ~2

2m
⇢0

Z
(r✓)2 d2r

 (r) ⇡ p
⇢0 ei✓(r)

One-body	correla8on	func8on

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

r/�T

G
1
(r
)

ideal	gas

interac1ng	gas
G1(r)

r/�T

G1(r) = h (r)  ⇤(0)i ⇡ ⇢0 hei[✓(r)�✓(0)]i

G1(r) / 1/r↵

↵ = 1/D = 1/10

= ρ0e− 1
2 ⟨[θ(r) − θ(0)]2⟩ = ( λT

r )
1
𝒟

𝒟 = ρ0λ2
T⟨[θ( ⃗r ) − θ(0)]2⟩ ≈

2
𝒟

ln(r/λT)

𝒟 = 10



A	uniform	2D	gas	in	the	lab

Frozen	mo1on	along	the	ver1cal	direc1on	z

!z/2⇡ = 4kHz
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

Ini1al	confinement	in	the	xy	plane:
Box-like	poten1al	with	arbitrary	shape

Uniform	gas	with	 105	atoms∼

50	μm

density up to 100 atoms/μm2

PhDs: R. Saint-Jalm, E. Le Cerf, B. Bakkali-Hassani, J.-L. Ville, C. Maury, G. Chauveau
Postdocs: M. Aidelsburger, P.C.M. Castilho, Y.-Q. Zhou PIs: S. Nascimbene, J. Beugnon, J. Dalibard
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Accessing	the	correlation	function	G1(r, r′ )
Inves1ga1on	via	a	“Young	slit”	experiment	

Ini1al	state

Isolate	two	slits	using		
a	shaped	laser	beam

Interference	arer	1me-of-flight	

reveals	the	coherence	between	the	slits

Experiments	along	this	line:	Heidelberg	(Jochim,	2015),	Oxford	(Foot,	2022),	Paris	(Glorieux,	2022)

approximately 300:1. Our experimental system and method-
ology have been described in detail in Ref. [24]. We perform
in situ imaging of the sample as a function of temperature and
interaction strength. From the central density, we define the
Fermi momentum kF and Fermi temperature TF, which
constitute the relevant scales in the system. As shown in
Ref. [24], for our experimental parameters, all the relevant
energy scales are smaller than the axial confinement energy
!!z. Hence, the system is in the quasi-2D regime.
We tune the interparticle interactions by using a Feshbach

resonance located at 832 G. Using the 3D scattering length
a3D [26], the axial oscillator length lz [27], and the Fermi
momentum, we construct the effective 2D scattering
length a2D and crossover parameter ln!kFa2D" [25]. For
ln!kFa2D" ! "1 and ln!kFa2D" # 1, we are in the bosonic
and fermionic limit of the crossover, respectively.
In addition to the measurements, we perform path-integral

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) computations of a Bose gas
[28,29] in a highly anisotropic 3D trap with parameters
similar to those employed in the experiment. In the simu-
lations, the bosons interact via the molecular scattering
length amol # 0.6a3D [30]. The relevant parameters that
describe the system in terms of pointlike bosons are the
effective bosonic coupling strength ~g #

!!!!!!
8"

p
amol=lz and the

condensation temperature of an ideal 2D Bose gas
T0
BEC #

!!!!!!!
6N

p
!!!r="kB" $ 140 nK, where N is the number

of particles. We use these bosonic parameters to compare our
measurements to QMC calculations at the lowest magnetic
field values, where we have ~g # 0.6; 1.07; 2.76; 7.75 [31].
From the QMC computations, we obtain the local density
profile and the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0" #
h$̂†!x"$̂!x0"i for different interaction strengths and temper-
atures, where $̂!x" is the bosonic field operator.
The global off-diagonal correlations in the system are

encoded in the momentum distribution of particles. To
reliably measure the in-plane momentum distribution ~n!k"
of our sample, we employ the matter-wave focusing
technique described in Refs. [16,32,33], where the gas
expands freely in the axial direction while being focused by
a harmonic potential in the radial plane. After expansion for
a quarter of the period of the focusing potential, the initial
momentum distribution is mapped to the spatial density
profile, which we then image. We combine this focusing
method with a rapid magnetic field ramp into the weakly
interacting regime. This rapid ramp technique—along with
the fast axial expansion due to the large anisotropy of the
trap—ensures that interparticle collisions during the focus-
ing do not cause significant distortions to the measured
momentum distribution. From ~n!k", we extract the abso-
lute temperature T by means of a Boltzmann fit to the high-
k thermal region [34].
To quantitatively investigate the spatial coherence in our

system, we determine the first-order correlation function
g1!r" by means of a 2D Fourier transform of the measured
~n!k". It is related to the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0"
by means of

g1!r" #
Z

d2k ~n!k"eik·r

#
Z

d2R#1!R " r=2;R$ r=2": !1"

A derivation of these relations is given in Supplemental
Material [31]. The function g1!r" is a trap-averaged
function, which captures the off-diagonal correlations of
all particles in the system. Similarly, one can also define the
central correlation function G1!r; 0" # h$̂†!r"$̂!0"i, mea-
sured in the interference experiments [14,35], which
characterizes the correlations only in the central region
of the trap, where the density is approximately uniform.
In general, the two functions do not contain the same
information and are equivalent only in a translation
invariant system [31]. Note that, due to the radial symmetry
of the trapping and focusing potentials, the correlations
depend only on distance, and therefore it suffices to
consider the azimuthally averaged function g1!r".
Figure 1 shows the experimentally determined g1!r" for

different temperatures in the strongly interacting crossover
regime. The correlation functions are normalized such that
g1!0" # 1. As expected, at high temperatures, g1!r" decays
exponentially with correlation lengths on the order of the
thermal wavelength (%T % 1.5 &m). As we lower the tem-
perature, we eventually observe the onset of coherence over
an extended spatial range that corresponds to several radial
oscillator lengths lr, with lr $ 6.8 &m. This shows that
phase fluctuations in the system are nonlocal and span
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FIG. 1 (color online). First-order correlation function g1!r" for
different temperatures at ln!kFa2D"! "0.5 (upper left panel) and
ln!kFa2D"! 0.5 (lower left panel). The temperature scale used here
is t # T=T0

BEC. (a) At high temperatures, correlations decay
exponentially as expected for a gas in the normal phase. At low
temperatures, we observe algebraic correlations [g1!r" & r"'!T"]
with a temperature-dependent scaling exponent '!T". (b) This
qualitative change of behavior is clearly visible in the (2 for both
exponential and algebraic fits (right panel), where a small value
signals a good fit. In particular, this allows for an accurate
determination of the transition temperature Tc (vertical dashed
lines) [31].
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approximately 300:1. Our experimental system and method-
ology have been described in detail in Ref. [24]. We perform
in situ imaging of the sample as a function of temperature and
interaction strength. From the central density, we define the
Fermi momentum kF and Fermi temperature TF, which
constitute the relevant scales in the system. As shown in
Ref. [24], for our experimental parameters, all the relevant
energy scales are smaller than the axial confinement energy
!!z. Hence, the system is in the quasi-2D regime.
We tune the interparticle interactions by using a Feshbach

resonance located at 832 G. Using the 3D scattering length
a3D [26], the axial oscillator length lz [27], and the Fermi
momentum, we construct the effective 2D scattering
length a2D and crossover parameter ln!kFa2D" [25]. For
ln!kFa2D" ! "1 and ln!kFa2D" # 1, we are in the bosonic
and fermionic limit of the crossover, respectively.
In addition to the measurements, we perform path-integral

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) computations of a Bose gas
[28,29] in a highly anisotropic 3D trap with parameters
similar to those employed in the experiment. In the simu-
lations, the bosons interact via the molecular scattering
length amol # 0.6a3D [30]. The relevant parameters that
describe the system in terms of pointlike bosons are the
effective bosonic coupling strength ~g #

!!!!!!
8"

p
amol=lz and the

condensation temperature of an ideal 2D Bose gas
T0
BEC #

!!!!!!!
6N

p
!!!r="kB" $ 140 nK, where N is the number

of particles. We use these bosonic parameters to compare our
measurements to QMC calculations at the lowest magnetic
field values, where we have ~g # 0.6; 1.07; 2.76; 7.75 [31].
From the QMC computations, we obtain the local density
profile and the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0" #
h$̂†!x"$̂!x0"i for different interaction strengths and temper-
atures, where $̂!x" is the bosonic field operator.
The global off-diagonal correlations in the system are

encoded in the momentum distribution of particles. To
reliably measure the in-plane momentum distribution ~n!k"
of our sample, we employ the matter-wave focusing
technique described in Refs. [16,32,33], where the gas
expands freely in the axial direction while being focused by
a harmonic potential in the radial plane. After expansion for
a quarter of the period of the focusing potential, the initial
momentum distribution is mapped to the spatial density
profile, which we then image. We combine this focusing
method with a rapid magnetic field ramp into the weakly
interacting regime. This rapid ramp technique—along with
the fast axial expansion due to the large anisotropy of the
trap—ensures that interparticle collisions during the focus-
ing do not cause significant distortions to the measured
momentum distribution. From ~n!k", we extract the abso-
lute temperature T by means of a Boltzmann fit to the high-
k thermal region [34].
To quantitatively investigate the spatial coherence in our

system, we determine the first-order correlation function
g1!r" by means of a 2D Fourier transform of the measured
~n!k". It is related to the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0"
by means of

g1!r" #
Z

d2k ~n!k"eik·r

#
Z

d2R#1!R " r=2;R$ r=2": !1"

A derivation of these relations is given in Supplemental
Material [31]. The function g1!r" is a trap-averaged
function, which captures the off-diagonal correlations of
all particles in the system. Similarly, one can also define the
central correlation function G1!r; 0" # h$̂†!r"$̂!0"i, mea-
sured in the interference experiments [14,35], which
characterizes the correlations only in the central region
of the trap, where the density is approximately uniform.
In general, the two functions do not contain the same
information and are equivalent only in a translation
invariant system [31]. Note that, due to the radial symmetry
of the trapping and focusing potentials, the correlations
depend only on distance, and therefore it suffices to
consider the azimuthally averaged function g1!r".
Figure 1 shows the experimentally determined g1!r" for

different temperatures in the strongly interacting crossover
regime. The correlation functions are normalized such that
g1!0" # 1. As expected, at high temperatures, g1!r" decays
exponentially with correlation lengths on the order of the
thermal wavelength (%T % 1.5 &m). As we lower the tem-
perature, we eventually observe the onset of coherence over
an extended spatial range that corresponds to several radial
oscillator lengths lr, with lr $ 6.8 &m. This shows that
phase fluctuations in the system are nonlocal and span
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FIG. 1 (color online). First-order correlation function g1!r" for
different temperatures at ln!kFa2D"! "0.5 (upper left panel) and
ln!kFa2D"! 0.5 (lower left panel). The temperature scale used here
is t # T=T0

BEC. (a) At high temperatures, correlations decay
exponentially as expected for a gas in the normal phase. At low
temperatures, we observe algebraic correlations [g1!r" & r"'!T"]
with a temperature-dependent scaling exponent '!T". (b) This
qualitative change of behavior is clearly visible in the (2 for both
exponential and algebraic fits (right panel), where a small value
signals a good fit. In particular, this allows for an accurate
determination of the transition temperature Tc (vertical dashed
lines) [31].
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approximately 300:1. Our experimental system and method-
ology have been described in detail in Ref. [24]. We perform
in situ imaging of the sample as a function of temperature and
interaction strength. From the central density, we define the
Fermi momentum kF and Fermi temperature TF, which
constitute the relevant scales in the system. As shown in
Ref. [24], for our experimental parameters, all the relevant
energy scales are smaller than the axial confinement energy
!!z. Hence, the system is in the quasi-2D regime.
We tune the interparticle interactions by using a Feshbach

resonance located at 832 G. Using the 3D scattering length
a3D [26], the axial oscillator length lz [27], and the Fermi
momentum, we construct the effective 2D scattering
length a2D and crossover parameter ln!kFa2D" [25]. For
ln!kFa2D" ! "1 and ln!kFa2D" # 1, we are in the bosonic
and fermionic limit of the crossover, respectively.
In addition to the measurements, we perform path-integral

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) computations of a Bose gas
[28,29] in a highly anisotropic 3D trap with parameters
similar to those employed in the experiment. In the simu-
lations, the bosons interact via the molecular scattering
length amol # 0.6a3D [30]. The relevant parameters that
describe the system in terms of pointlike bosons are the
effective bosonic coupling strength ~g #
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amol=lz and the

condensation temperature of an ideal 2D Bose gas
T0
BEC #
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!!!r="kB" $ 140 nK, where N is the number

of particles. We use these bosonic parameters to compare our
measurements to QMC calculations at the lowest magnetic
field values, where we have ~g # 0.6; 1.07; 2.76; 7.75 [31].
From the QMC computations, we obtain the local density
profile and the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0" #
h$̂†!x"$̂!x0"i for different interaction strengths and temper-
atures, where $̂!x" is the bosonic field operator.
The global off-diagonal correlations in the system are

encoded in the momentum distribution of particles. To
reliably measure the in-plane momentum distribution ~n!k"
of our sample, we employ the matter-wave focusing
technique described in Refs. [16,32,33], where the gas
expands freely in the axial direction while being focused by
a harmonic potential in the radial plane. After expansion for
a quarter of the period of the focusing potential, the initial
momentum distribution is mapped to the spatial density
profile, which we then image. We combine this focusing
method with a rapid magnetic field ramp into the weakly
interacting regime. This rapid ramp technique—along with
the fast axial expansion due to the large anisotropy of the
trap—ensures that interparticle collisions during the focus-
ing do not cause significant distortions to the measured
momentum distribution. From ~n!k", we extract the abso-
lute temperature T by means of a Boltzmann fit to the high-
k thermal region [34].
To quantitatively investigate the spatial coherence in our

system, we determine the first-order correlation function
g1!r" by means of a 2D Fourier transform of the measured
~n!k". It is related to the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0"
by means of

g1!r" #
Z

d2k ~n!k"eik·r

#
Z

d2R#1!R " r=2;R$ r=2": !1"

A derivation of these relations is given in Supplemental
Material [31]. The function g1!r" is a trap-averaged
function, which captures the off-diagonal correlations of
all particles in the system. Similarly, one can also define the
central correlation function G1!r; 0" # h$̂†!r"$̂!0"i, mea-
sured in the interference experiments [14,35], which
characterizes the correlations only in the central region
of the trap, where the density is approximately uniform.
In general, the two functions do not contain the same
information and are equivalent only in a translation
invariant system [31]. Note that, due to the radial symmetry
of the trapping and focusing potentials, the correlations
depend only on distance, and therefore it suffices to
consider the azimuthally averaged function g1!r".
Figure 1 shows the experimentally determined g1!r" for

different temperatures in the strongly interacting crossover
regime. The correlation functions are normalized such that
g1!0" # 1. As expected, at high temperatures, g1!r" decays
exponentially with correlation lengths on the order of the
thermal wavelength (%T % 1.5 &m). As we lower the tem-
perature, we eventually observe the onset of coherence over
an extended spatial range that corresponds to several radial
oscillator lengths lr, with lr $ 6.8 &m. This shows that
phase fluctuations in the system are nonlocal and span
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FIG. 1 (color online). First-order correlation function g1!r" for
different temperatures at ln!kFa2D"! "0.5 (upper left panel) and
ln!kFa2D"! 0.5 (lower left panel). The temperature scale used here
is t # T=T0

BEC. (a) At high temperatures, correlations decay
exponentially as expected for a gas in the normal phase. At low
temperatures, we observe algebraic correlations [g1!r" & r"'!T"]
with a temperature-dependent scaling exponent '!T". (b) This
qualitative change of behavior is clearly visible in the (2 for both
exponential and algebraic fits (right panel), where a small value
signals a good fit. In particular, this allows for an accurate
determination of the transition temperature Tc (vertical dashed
lines) [31].
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approximately 300:1. Our experimental system and method-
ology have been described in detail in Ref. [24]. We perform
in situ imaging of the sample as a function of temperature and
interaction strength. From the central density, we define the
Fermi momentum kF and Fermi temperature TF, which
constitute the relevant scales in the system. As shown in
Ref. [24], for our experimental parameters, all the relevant
energy scales are smaller than the axial confinement energy
!!z. Hence, the system is in the quasi-2D regime.
We tune the interparticle interactions by using a Feshbach

resonance located at 832 G. Using the 3D scattering length
a3D [26], the axial oscillator length lz [27], and the Fermi
momentum, we construct the effective 2D scattering
length a2D and crossover parameter ln!kFa2D" [25]. For
ln!kFa2D" ! "1 and ln!kFa2D" # 1, we are in the bosonic
and fermionic limit of the crossover, respectively.
In addition to the measurements, we perform path-integral

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) computations of a Bose gas
[28,29] in a highly anisotropic 3D trap with parameters
similar to those employed in the experiment. In the simu-
lations, the bosons interact via the molecular scattering
length amol # 0.6a3D [30]. The relevant parameters that
describe the system in terms of pointlike bosons are the
effective bosonic coupling strength ~g #
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of particles. We use these bosonic parameters to compare our
measurements to QMC calculations at the lowest magnetic
field values, where we have ~g # 0.6; 1.07; 2.76; 7.75 [31].
From the QMC computations, we obtain the local density
profile and the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0" #
h$̂†!x"$̂!x0"i for different interaction strengths and temper-
atures, where $̂!x" is the bosonic field operator.
The global off-diagonal correlations in the system are

encoded in the momentum distribution of particles. To
reliably measure the in-plane momentum distribution ~n!k"
of our sample, we employ the matter-wave focusing
technique described in Refs. [16,32,33], where the gas
expands freely in the axial direction while being focused by
a harmonic potential in the radial plane. After expansion for
a quarter of the period of the focusing potential, the initial
momentum distribution is mapped to the spatial density
profile, which we then image. We combine this focusing
method with a rapid magnetic field ramp into the weakly
interacting regime. This rapid ramp technique—along with
the fast axial expansion due to the large anisotropy of the
trap—ensures that interparticle collisions during the focus-
ing do not cause significant distortions to the measured
momentum distribution. From ~n!k", we extract the abso-
lute temperature T by means of a Boltzmann fit to the high-
k thermal region [34].
To quantitatively investigate the spatial coherence in our

system, we determine the first-order correlation function
g1!r" by means of a 2D Fourier transform of the measured
~n!k". It is related to the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0"
by means of

g1!r" #
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A derivation of these relations is given in Supplemental
Material [31]. The function g1!r" is a trap-averaged
function, which captures the off-diagonal correlations of
all particles in the system. Similarly, one can also define the
central correlation function G1!r; 0" # h$̂†!r"$̂!0"i, mea-
sured in the interference experiments [14,35], which
characterizes the correlations only in the central region
of the trap, where the density is approximately uniform.
In general, the two functions do not contain the same
information and are equivalent only in a translation
invariant system [31]. Note that, due to the radial symmetry
of the trapping and focusing potentials, the correlations
depend only on distance, and therefore it suffices to
consider the azimuthally averaged function g1!r".
Figure 1 shows the experimentally determined g1!r" for

different temperatures in the strongly interacting crossover
regime. The correlation functions are normalized such that
g1!0" # 1. As expected, at high temperatures, g1!r" decays
exponentially with correlation lengths on the order of the
thermal wavelength (%T % 1.5 &m). As we lower the tem-
perature, we eventually observe the onset of coherence over
an extended spatial range that corresponds to several radial
oscillator lengths lr, with lr $ 6.8 &m. This shows that
phase fluctuations in the system are nonlocal and span
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FIG. 1 (color online). First-order correlation function g1!r" for
different temperatures at ln!kFa2D"! "0.5 (upper left panel) and
ln!kFa2D"! 0.5 (lower left panel). The temperature scale used here
is t # T=T0

BEC. (a) At high temperatures, correlations decay
exponentially as expected for a gas in the normal phase. At low
temperatures, we observe algebraic correlations [g1!r" & r"'!T"]
with a temperature-dependent scaling exponent '!T". (b) This
qualitative change of behavior is clearly visible in the (2 for both
exponential and algebraic fits (right panel), where a small value
signals a good fit. In particular, this allows for an accurate
determination of the transition temperature Tc (vertical dashed
lines) [31].
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regions of the sample where the density is not uniform.
As pointed out in Refs. [36,37], such extended spatial
coherence in an interacting system is a sufficient condition
for superfluidity in two-dimensional systems.
As the temperature is lowered below a critical value, we

find that the correlation function in an intermediate range
3!T < r < 20!T is well described by a power-law decay,
whereas exponential behavior is clearly disfavored. We
quantify this by extracting the "2 for both fit functions at
different temperatures and observe a clear transition from
exponential to algebraic decay [see Fig. 1(b)]. This quali-
tative change in g1!r" provides an alternative way to
determine the phase transition temperature Tc from the
kink in "2!T" [31]. We find that the corresponding Tc
obtained in this manner agrees with the temperature
associated with the onset of pair condensation that was
measured in our previous work [24].
The power-law decay of g1!r" means that the spatial

coherence of the entire sample is characterized by a single
exponent #. Figure 2 shows the experimentally determined
# for all the interaction strengths accessed in this work.
We find #!T" to increase with temperature until it reaches
a maximal value at Tc, indicating a slower falloff of
correlations at lower temperatures. Although such temper-
ature dependence is qualitatively consistent with the BKT
theory, we observe the values of the exponents to be in the
range 0.6–1.4 for the temperatures accessed in the meas-
urement, which is substantially above the expectation of
# ! 0.25 for the homogeneous setup.
To confirm the large scaling exponents in the trapped

system, we compute the one-body density matrix on the
bosonic side by using the QMC technique described above.
This allows us to determine both the trap-averaged corre-
lation function g1!r" as well as the central correlation
function G1!r; 0". The trap-averaged g1!r" shows the
same behavior as in the experimental case, i.e., a transition

from exponential to algebraic decay at low temperatures.
The corresponding QMC transition temperatures also agree
with the measured values of Tc for ~g # 0.60, 1.07, and
2.76. Furthermore, the maximal scaling exponent at Tc
extracted from the QMC g1!r" for ~g # 0.6 is approximately
1.35, which is close to the experimentally determined
#!Tc"! 1.4. The central correlation function G1!r; 0"
shows a transition to algebraic order as well—with the
same Tc as in the experiment—but with a maximal
exponent of approximately 0.25, as expected for a homo-
geneous system. This finding is also in agreement with the
measurement of G1!r; 0" in the interference experiments
[14] and is explained by the nearly uniform density in the
center of the trap.
Figure 2(a) shows the comparison between the exper-

imental and QMC values of #!T" for ~g # 0.60
[ln!kFa2D"! "7.3]. Although both show similar depend-
ence on temperature, we find a considerable quantitative
deviation between them. As discussed in Supplemental
Material [31], this discrepancy can mostly be attributed to
the effect of the finite imaging resolution in the measure-
ment of ~n!k", which leads to an apparent broadening at low
momenta and thus overestimates the value of #. We show an
estimate of this temperature-dependent effect on the expo-
nents (open red triangles) in Fig. 2(a). There may be other
effects in the experiment that contribute additionally to
the deviation, such as higher-order corrections to the
determination of ~g from the fermionic scattering parameters
and density-dependent inelastic loss processes.
The experimental and simulated data raise the question

why correlations in the trapped system decay with a larger
scaling exponent than in the homogeneous case. To elucidate
the role of inhomogeneity, we consider the bosonic field
operator given by $̂!r"! !!!!!!!!!

%!r"
p

exp$i&̂!r"%. In this repre-
sentation, it is clear that one contribution to the decay of
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FIG. 2 (color online). Power-law scaling exponents across the two-dimensional BEC-BCS crossover. The temperature-dependent
scaling exponent #!T" in (a) the bosonic limit and (b) the crossover regime is shown. The relevant temperature scales in these cases are
given by T0

BEC and TF, respectively. The crossover parameter ln!kFa2D" is mildly temperature dependent. For reference, we display the
value at the critical temperature. For ~g # 0.60 [ln!kFa2D"! "7.3], we show the prediction from QMC calculations for a Bose gas (filled
red triangles) and an estimate of the effect of the finite imaging resolution present in the measured data (open red triangles) [31]. We find
an exponent which increases with temperature in agreement with the BKT theory. The power-law decay eventually ceases at Tc, where a
maximal exponent #c is reached. (c) The value of #c is approximately constant for all ln!kFa2D" where we have previously observed
condensation of pairs [24]. This strongly suggests that the associated phase transitions are within one universality class.
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The	algebraic	decay	of	 	holds	at	low	temperature,	
but	is	replaced	by	a	faster,	exponen5al	decay	at	higher	

G1
T .
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A	game	changer:	vortices

If	isolated	vor8ces	have	a	spa8al	density	 ,	one	can	expect	that	
any	phase	ordering	will	be	lost	over	a	distance		 	

ρv
∼ ρ−1/2

v
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| (x, y)| Consider	two	points	A	and	B	between	which	there	exists	a	significant	phase	
coherence	if	one	restricts	to	phonon	excita1ons

If	an	isolated	vortex	has	a	significant	probability	to	appear	in	the	vicinity	
of	the	AB	segment,	the	rela1ve	phase	will	strongly	fluctuate:
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The	Kosterlitz-Thouless	transi1on		
explored	with	atomic	gases

Jean	Dalibard	

Solvay	chair	for	Physics	2022	

Lecture	2,	part	2
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4.	

The	Kosterlitz-	Thouless	argument
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Velocity	field	of	a	vortex

Example	of	a	vortex	in	 :		r = 0 '✓(r) = '

v(r) =
~
m
r✓ =

~
mr

u'

 (r) =
p
⇢(r) ei'

I
v(r) · dr = 2⇡

~
m

Density	profile	close	to	the	vortex	loca1on

⇠ =
1p
2g̃⇢

Healing	length

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

⇢(r)

r

⇠

⇢(r)

r

:	modelling	with	
a	step	func1on g̃ : Dimensionless	interac1on	parameter

3D	scan.	length	/	thickness/
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Energy	of	a	vortex

Kine8c	energy	(vortex	at	the	center	of	a	disk	of	radius	R	):

Prefactor	:	robust	
Inside	the	log	:	depends	on	the	model	for	the	core	

Diverges	with	system	size

Interac8on	energy:	one	must	create	a	hole	of	size	ξ	in	the	fluid ✏0 ⇠ ~2⇢
m

≪ Ekin

Ekin =
1
2

m∫ ρ(r) v2(r) d2r v(r) =
ℏ

mr

≈
1
2

mρ
ℏ2

m2 ∫
R

ξ

1
r2

r dr

= π
ℏ2ρ
m

ln(R/ξ)
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Is	the	existence	of	an	isolated	vortex	likely?

2R

2⇠

Number	of	independent	«	boxes	»	to	place	the	vortex:		W = R2/ξ2

Probability	for	a	vortex	to	exist	in	such	a	box:			p ≈ e−Ekin/kBT

Probability	for	a	given	box: p ⇡ exp


�D

2
log

✓
R

⇠

◆�
=

✓
⇠

R

◆D/2

�2
T =

2⇡~2
mkBT

D = ⇢�2
T

Ekin

kBT
=

1

kBT

⇡~2⇢
m

ln(R/⇠) =
D
2

ln(R/⇠)

Total	probability:	 P = Wp ⇡
✓
⇠

R

◆�2+D/2

entropic	term
energe8c	term

Renormaliza8on:
⇢, D ⇢s, Ds

superfluid	component

Ds = 4Ds

No	isolated	vor5ces,	
quasi-long	range	order

Prolifera5on	of	isolated	vor5ces,	
loss	of	quasi-long	range	order

Large small Ds

Temperature
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What	about	vortex	pairs?

`

Superposi1on	of	the	velocity	fields	created	by	each	vortex

Magne1c	analogy:	Field	created	by	
parallel	wires	with	opposite	currents	

�1 �0.5 0 0.5 1

0

Dipolar	field:	Decreases	as		
	at	infinity	instead	of		 	

for	an	isolated	vortex
1/r2 1/r

Finite	energy	even	for	an	infinite	sample:	
always	present	at	non-zero	temperature
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Vortices	and	superfluidity

Is	this	current	metastable	?

Current	in	a	ring,	corresponding	to	a	phase	winding	 	of	the	field		2πN ψ(r)

If	isolated	vor1ces	exist	in	the	ring,	they	may	cross	it:

N ! N ± 1

Fluctua5ons	of	the	current,		
which	will	thus	be	damped		
and	will	tend	to	zero

A	pair	of	vor1ces	of	opposite	charges	
has	no	effect	on	the	current

Isolated	vor1ces	destroy	the	superfluidity Vortex	pairs	do	not	destroy	the	superfluidity
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To	summarize

The	BKT	transi1on	occurs	between	two	different	types	of	states

Temperature	
0 Tc

Superfluid	state Normal	state

Ds > 4 Ds = 0

G1(r) / 1/r↵ G1(r) / e�r/`

g = 0 g = 1 g = 2

q = +1

q = �1

I

C
v(r) · dr = +

2⇡~
m

I

C
v(r) · dr = �2⇡~

m

I

C
v(r) · dr = 0

g = 0 g = 1 g = 2

q = +1

q = �1

I

C
v(r) · dr = +

2⇡~
m

I

C
v(r) · dr = �2⇡~

m

I

C
v(r) · dr = 0

Universal	law	for	the	cri1cal	value	of	the	superfluid	density:

↵ = 1/Ds

Ds,crit = 4 ↵crit = 1/4

Total	(superfluid+normal)	phase-density	at	the	cri1cal	point:

Prokofev and Svistunov

Dtotal ⇡ ln

✓
380

g̃

◆
> 4

g̃ : Dimensionless	interac1on	parameter
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First	experimental	evidences

1.0 1.1

adsorbed		
He	film

Torsion		
pendulum

Bishop and Reppy, 1978
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Also	2D	superconduc1ng	films,	colloidal	par1cles,	arrays	of	tunnel	junc1ons,…	

What	about	atomic,	molecular	and	op1cal	(AMO)	systems?

Superfluidity	of	liquid	helium	films
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Superfluidity

Observa1on	of	vor1ces

Sound	and	superfluid	jump

4.	

Inves1ga1on	with	AMO	systems
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Direct	observation	of	vortices

approximately 300:1. Our experimental system and method-
ology have been described in detail in Ref. [24]. We perform
in situ imaging of the sample as a function of temperature and
interaction strength. From the central density, we define the
Fermi momentum kF and Fermi temperature TF, which
constitute the relevant scales in the system. As shown in
Ref. [24], for our experimental parameters, all the relevant
energy scales are smaller than the axial confinement energy
!!z. Hence, the system is in the quasi-2D regime.
We tune the interparticle interactions by using a Feshbach

resonance located at 832 G. Using the 3D scattering length
a3D [26], the axial oscillator length lz [27], and the Fermi
momentum, we construct the effective 2D scattering
length a2D and crossover parameter ln!kFa2D" [25]. For
ln!kFa2D" ! "1 and ln!kFa2D" # 1, we are in the bosonic
and fermionic limit of the crossover, respectively.
In addition to the measurements, we perform path-integral

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) computations of a Bose gas
[28,29] in a highly anisotropic 3D trap with parameters
similar to those employed in the experiment. In the simu-
lations, the bosons interact via the molecular scattering
length amol # 0.6a3D [30]. The relevant parameters that
describe the system in terms of pointlike bosons are the
effective bosonic coupling strength ~g #

!!!!!!
8"

p
amol=lz and the

condensation temperature of an ideal 2D Bose gas
T0
BEC #

!!!!!!!
6N

p
!!!r="kB" $ 140 nK, where N is the number

of particles. We use these bosonic parameters to compare our
measurements to QMC calculations at the lowest magnetic
field values, where we have ~g # 0.6; 1.07; 2.76; 7.75 [31].
From the QMC computations, we obtain the local density
profile and the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0" #
h$̂†!x"$̂!x0"i for different interaction strengths and temper-
atures, where $̂!x" is the bosonic field operator.
The global off-diagonal correlations in the system are

encoded in the momentum distribution of particles. To
reliably measure the in-plane momentum distribution ~n!k"
of our sample, we employ the matter-wave focusing
technique described in Refs. [16,32,33], where the gas
expands freely in the axial direction while being focused by
a harmonic potential in the radial plane. After expansion for
a quarter of the period of the focusing potential, the initial
momentum distribution is mapped to the spatial density
profile, which we then image. We combine this focusing
method with a rapid magnetic field ramp into the weakly
interacting regime. This rapid ramp technique—along with
the fast axial expansion due to the large anisotropy of the
trap—ensures that interparticle collisions during the focus-
ing do not cause significant distortions to the measured
momentum distribution. From ~n!k", we extract the abso-
lute temperature T by means of a Boltzmann fit to the high-
k thermal region [34].
To quantitatively investigate the spatial coherence in our

system, we determine the first-order correlation function
g1!r" by means of a 2D Fourier transform of the measured
~n!k". It is related to the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0"
by means of

g1!r" #
Z

d2k ~n!k"eik·r

#
Z

d2R#1!R " r=2;R$ r=2": !1"

A derivation of these relations is given in Supplemental
Material [31]. The function g1!r" is a trap-averaged
function, which captures the off-diagonal correlations of
all particles in the system. Similarly, one can also define the
central correlation function G1!r; 0" # h$̂†!r"$̂!0"i, mea-
sured in the interference experiments [14,35], which
characterizes the correlations only in the central region
of the trap, where the density is approximately uniform.
In general, the two functions do not contain the same
information and are equivalent only in a translation
invariant system [31]. Note that, due to the radial symmetry
of the trapping and focusing potentials, the correlations
depend only on distance, and therefore it suffices to
consider the azimuthally averaged function g1!r".
Figure 1 shows the experimentally determined g1!r" for

different temperatures in the strongly interacting crossover
regime. The correlation functions are normalized such that
g1!0" # 1. As expected, at high temperatures, g1!r" decays
exponentially with correlation lengths on the order of the
thermal wavelength (%T % 1.5 &m). As we lower the tem-
perature, we eventually observe the onset of coherence over
an extended spatial range that corresponds to several radial
oscillator lengths lr, with lr $ 6.8 &m. This shows that
phase fluctuations in the system are nonlocal and span
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FIG. 1 (color online). First-order correlation function g1!r" for
different temperatures at ln!kFa2D"! "0.5 (upper left panel) and
ln!kFa2D"! 0.5 (lower left panel). The temperature scale used here
is t # T=T0

BEC. (a) At high temperatures, correlations decay
exponentially as expected for a gas in the normal phase. At low
temperatures, we observe algebraic correlations [g1!r" & r"'!T"]
with a temperature-dependent scaling exponent '!T". (b) This
qualitative change of behavior is clearly visible in the (2 for both
exponential and algebraic fits (right panel), where a small value
signals a good fit. In particular, this allows for an accurate
determination of the transition temperature Tc (vertical dashed
lines) [31].
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approximately 300:1. Our experimental system and method-
ology have been described in detail in Ref. [24]. We perform
in situ imaging of the sample as a function of temperature and
interaction strength. From the central density, we define the
Fermi momentum kF and Fermi temperature TF, which
constitute the relevant scales in the system. As shown in
Ref. [24], for our experimental parameters, all the relevant
energy scales are smaller than the axial confinement energy
!!z. Hence, the system is in the quasi-2D regime.
We tune the interparticle interactions by using a Feshbach

resonance located at 832 G. Using the 3D scattering length
a3D [26], the axial oscillator length lz [27], and the Fermi
momentum, we construct the effective 2D scattering
length a2D and crossover parameter ln!kFa2D" [25]. For
ln!kFa2D" ! "1 and ln!kFa2D" # 1, we are in the bosonic
and fermionic limit of the crossover, respectively.
In addition to the measurements, we perform path-integral

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) computations of a Bose gas
[28,29] in a highly anisotropic 3D trap with parameters
similar to those employed in the experiment. In the simu-
lations, the bosons interact via the molecular scattering
length amol # 0.6a3D [30]. The relevant parameters that
describe the system in terms of pointlike bosons are the
effective bosonic coupling strength ~g #

!!!!!!
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p
amol=lz and the

condensation temperature of an ideal 2D Bose gas
T0
BEC #

!!!!!!!
6N

p
!!!r="kB" $ 140 nK, where N is the number

of particles. We use these bosonic parameters to compare our
measurements to QMC calculations at the lowest magnetic
field values, where we have ~g # 0.6; 1.07; 2.76; 7.75 [31].
From the QMC computations, we obtain the local density
profile and the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0" #
h$̂†!x"$̂!x0"i for different interaction strengths and temper-
atures, where $̂!x" is the bosonic field operator.
The global off-diagonal correlations in the system are

encoded in the momentum distribution of particles. To
reliably measure the in-plane momentum distribution ~n!k"
of our sample, we employ the matter-wave focusing
technique described in Refs. [16,32,33], where the gas
expands freely in the axial direction while being focused by
a harmonic potential in the radial plane. After expansion for
a quarter of the period of the focusing potential, the initial
momentum distribution is mapped to the spatial density
profile, which we then image. We combine this focusing
method with a rapid magnetic field ramp into the weakly
interacting regime. This rapid ramp technique—along with
the fast axial expansion due to the large anisotropy of the
trap—ensures that interparticle collisions during the focus-
ing do not cause significant distortions to the measured
momentum distribution. From ~n!k", we extract the abso-
lute temperature T by means of a Boltzmann fit to the high-
k thermal region [34].
To quantitatively investigate the spatial coherence in our

system, we determine the first-order correlation function
g1!r" by means of a 2D Fourier transform of the measured
~n!k". It is related to the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0"
by means of

g1!r" #
Z

d2k ~n!k"eik·r

#
Z

d2R#1!R " r=2;R$ r=2": !1"

A derivation of these relations is given in Supplemental
Material [31]. The function g1!r" is a trap-averaged
function, which captures the off-diagonal correlations of
all particles in the system. Similarly, one can also define the
central correlation function G1!r; 0" # h$̂†!r"$̂!0"i, mea-
sured in the interference experiments [14,35], which
characterizes the correlations only in the central region
of the trap, where the density is approximately uniform.
In general, the two functions do not contain the same
information and are equivalent only in a translation
invariant system [31]. Note that, due to the radial symmetry
of the trapping and focusing potentials, the correlations
depend only on distance, and therefore it suffices to
consider the azimuthally averaged function g1!r".
Figure 1 shows the experimentally determined g1!r" for

different temperatures in the strongly interacting crossover
regime. The correlation functions are normalized such that
g1!0" # 1. As expected, at high temperatures, g1!r" decays
exponentially with correlation lengths on the order of the
thermal wavelength (%T % 1.5 &m). As we lower the tem-
perature, we eventually observe the onset of coherence over
an extended spatial range that corresponds to several radial
oscillator lengths lr, with lr $ 6.8 &m. This shows that
phase fluctuations in the system are nonlocal and span
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FIG. 1 (color online). First-order correlation function g1!r" for
different temperatures at ln!kFa2D"! "0.5 (upper left panel) and
ln!kFa2D"! 0.5 (lower left panel). The temperature scale used here
is t # T=T0

BEC. (a) At high temperatures, correlations decay
exponentially as expected for a gas in the normal phase. At low
temperatures, we observe algebraic correlations [g1!r" & r"'!T"]
with a temperature-dependent scaling exponent '!T". (b) This
qualitative change of behavior is clearly visible in the (2 for both
exponential and algebraic fits (right panel), where a small value
signals a good fit. In particular, this allows for an accurate
determination of the transition temperature Tc (vertical dashed
lines) [31].
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approximately 300:1. Our experimental system and method-
ology have been described in detail in Ref. [24]. We perform
in situ imaging of the sample as a function of temperature and
interaction strength. From the central density, we define the
Fermi momentum kF and Fermi temperature TF, which
constitute the relevant scales in the system. As shown in
Ref. [24], for our experimental parameters, all the relevant
energy scales are smaller than the axial confinement energy
!!z. Hence, the system is in the quasi-2D regime.
We tune the interparticle interactions by using a Feshbach

resonance located at 832 G. Using the 3D scattering length
a3D [26], the axial oscillator length lz [27], and the Fermi
momentum, we construct the effective 2D scattering
length a2D and crossover parameter ln!kFa2D" [25]. For
ln!kFa2D" ! "1 and ln!kFa2D" # 1, we are in the bosonic
and fermionic limit of the crossover, respectively.
In addition to the measurements, we perform path-integral

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) computations of a Bose gas
[28,29] in a highly anisotropic 3D trap with parameters
similar to those employed in the experiment. In the simu-
lations, the bosons interact via the molecular scattering
length amol # 0.6a3D [30]. The relevant parameters that
describe the system in terms of pointlike bosons are the
effective bosonic coupling strength ~g #

!!!!!!
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p
amol=lz and the

condensation temperature of an ideal 2D Bose gas
T0
BEC #

!!!!!!!
6N

p
!!!r="kB" $ 140 nK, where N is the number

of particles. We use these bosonic parameters to compare our
measurements to QMC calculations at the lowest magnetic
field values, where we have ~g # 0.6; 1.07; 2.76; 7.75 [31].
From the QMC computations, we obtain the local density
profile and the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0" #
h$̂†!x"$̂!x0"i for different interaction strengths and temper-
atures, where $̂!x" is the bosonic field operator.
The global off-diagonal correlations in the system are

encoded in the momentum distribution of particles. To
reliably measure the in-plane momentum distribution ~n!k"
of our sample, we employ the matter-wave focusing
technique described in Refs. [16,32,33], where the gas
expands freely in the axial direction while being focused by
a harmonic potential in the radial plane. After expansion for
a quarter of the period of the focusing potential, the initial
momentum distribution is mapped to the spatial density
profile, which we then image. We combine this focusing
method with a rapid magnetic field ramp into the weakly
interacting regime. This rapid ramp technique—along with
the fast axial expansion due to the large anisotropy of the
trap—ensures that interparticle collisions during the focus-
ing do not cause significant distortions to the measured
momentum distribution. From ~n!k", we extract the abso-
lute temperature T by means of a Boltzmann fit to the high-
k thermal region [34].
To quantitatively investigate the spatial coherence in our

system, we determine the first-order correlation function
g1!r" by means of a 2D Fourier transform of the measured
~n!k". It is related to the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0"
by means of

g1!r" #
Z

d2k ~n!k"eik·r

#
Z

d2R#1!R " r=2;R$ r=2": !1"

A derivation of these relations is given in Supplemental
Material [31]. The function g1!r" is a trap-averaged
function, which captures the off-diagonal correlations of
all particles in the system. Similarly, one can also define the
central correlation function G1!r; 0" # h$̂†!r"$̂!0"i, mea-
sured in the interference experiments [14,35], which
characterizes the correlations only in the central region
of the trap, where the density is approximately uniform.
In general, the two functions do not contain the same
information and are equivalent only in a translation
invariant system [31]. Note that, due to the radial symmetry
of the trapping and focusing potentials, the correlations
depend only on distance, and therefore it suffices to
consider the azimuthally averaged function g1!r".
Figure 1 shows the experimentally determined g1!r" for

different temperatures in the strongly interacting crossover
regime. The correlation functions are normalized such that
g1!0" # 1. As expected, at high temperatures, g1!r" decays
exponentially with correlation lengths on the order of the
thermal wavelength (%T % 1.5 &m). As we lower the tem-
perature, we eventually observe the onset of coherence over
an extended spatial range that corresponds to several radial
oscillator lengths lr, with lr $ 6.8 &m. This shows that
phase fluctuations in the system are nonlocal and span
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FIG. 1 (color online). First-order correlation function g1!r" for
different temperatures at ln!kFa2D"! "0.5 (upper left panel) and
ln!kFa2D"! 0.5 (lower left panel). The temperature scale used here
is t # T=T0

BEC. (a) At high temperatures, correlations decay
exponentially as expected for a gas in the normal phase. At low
temperatures, we observe algebraic correlations [g1!r" & r"'!T"]
with a temperature-dependent scaling exponent '!T". (b) This
qualitative change of behavior is clearly visible in the (2 for both
exponential and algebraic fits (right panel), where a small value
signals a good fit. In particular, this allows for an accurate
determination of the transition temperature Tc (vertical dashed
lines) [31].
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approximately 300:1. Our experimental system and method-
ology have been described in detail in Ref. [24]. We perform
in situ imaging of the sample as a function of temperature and
interaction strength. From the central density, we define the
Fermi momentum kF and Fermi temperature TF, which
constitute the relevant scales in the system. As shown in
Ref. [24], for our experimental parameters, all the relevant
energy scales are smaller than the axial confinement energy
!!z. Hence, the system is in the quasi-2D regime.
We tune the interparticle interactions by using a Feshbach

resonance located at 832 G. Using the 3D scattering length
a3D [26], the axial oscillator length lz [27], and the Fermi
momentum, we construct the effective 2D scattering
length a2D and crossover parameter ln!kFa2D" [25]. For
ln!kFa2D" ! "1 and ln!kFa2D" # 1, we are in the bosonic
and fermionic limit of the crossover, respectively.
In addition to the measurements, we perform path-integral

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) computations of a Bose gas
[28,29] in a highly anisotropic 3D trap with parameters
similar to those employed in the experiment. In the simu-
lations, the bosons interact via the molecular scattering
length amol # 0.6a3D [30]. The relevant parameters that
describe the system in terms of pointlike bosons are the
effective bosonic coupling strength ~g #
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amol=lz and the

condensation temperature of an ideal 2D Bose gas
T0
BEC #
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p
!!!r="kB" $ 140 nK, where N is the number

of particles. We use these bosonic parameters to compare our
measurements to QMC calculations at the lowest magnetic
field values, where we have ~g # 0.6; 1.07; 2.76; 7.75 [31].
From the QMC computations, we obtain the local density
profile and the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0" #
h$̂†!x"$̂!x0"i for different interaction strengths and temper-
atures, where $̂!x" is the bosonic field operator.
The global off-diagonal correlations in the system are

encoded in the momentum distribution of particles. To
reliably measure the in-plane momentum distribution ~n!k"
of our sample, we employ the matter-wave focusing
technique described in Refs. [16,32,33], where the gas
expands freely in the axial direction while being focused by
a harmonic potential in the radial plane. After expansion for
a quarter of the period of the focusing potential, the initial
momentum distribution is mapped to the spatial density
profile, which we then image. We combine this focusing
method with a rapid magnetic field ramp into the weakly
interacting regime. This rapid ramp technique—along with
the fast axial expansion due to the large anisotropy of the
trap—ensures that interparticle collisions during the focus-
ing do not cause significant distortions to the measured
momentum distribution. From ~n!k", we extract the abso-
lute temperature T by means of a Boltzmann fit to the high-
k thermal region [34].
To quantitatively investigate the spatial coherence in our

system, we determine the first-order correlation function
g1!r" by means of a 2D Fourier transform of the measured
~n!k". It is related to the one-body density matrix #1!x;x0"
by means of

g1!r" #
Z

d2k ~n!k"eik·r

#
Z

d2R#1!R " r=2;R$ r=2": !1"

A derivation of these relations is given in Supplemental
Material [31]. The function g1!r" is a trap-averaged
function, which captures the off-diagonal correlations of
all particles in the system. Similarly, one can also define the
central correlation function G1!r; 0" # h$̂†!r"$̂!0"i, mea-
sured in the interference experiments [14,35], which
characterizes the correlations only in the central region
of the trap, where the density is approximately uniform.
In general, the two functions do not contain the same
information and are equivalent only in a translation
invariant system [31]. Note that, due to the radial symmetry
of the trapping and focusing potentials, the correlations
depend only on distance, and therefore it suffices to
consider the azimuthally averaged function g1!r".
Figure 1 shows the experimentally determined g1!r" for

different temperatures in the strongly interacting crossover
regime. The correlation functions are normalized such that
g1!0" # 1. As expected, at high temperatures, g1!r" decays
exponentially with correlation lengths on the order of the
thermal wavelength (%T % 1.5 &m). As we lower the tem-
perature, we eventually observe the onset of coherence over
an extended spatial range that corresponds to several radial
oscillator lengths lr, with lr $ 6.8 &m. This shows that
phase fluctuations in the system are nonlocal and span
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FIG. 1 (color online). First-order correlation function g1!r" for
different temperatures at ln!kFa2D"! "0.5 (upper left panel) and
ln!kFa2D"! 0.5 (lower left panel). The temperature scale used here
is t # T=T0

BEC. (a) At high temperatures, correlations decay
exponentially as expected for a gas in the normal phase. At low
temperatures, we observe algebraic correlations [g1!r" & r"'!T"]
with a temperature-dependent scaling exponent '!T". (b) This
qualitative change of behavior is clearly visible in the (2 for both
exponential and algebraic fits (right panel), where a small value
signals a good fit. In particular, this allows for an accurate
determination of the transition temperature Tc (vertical dashed
lines) [31].
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regions of the sample where the density is not uniform.
As pointed out in Refs. [36,37], such extended spatial
coherence in an interacting system is a sufficient condition
for superfluidity in two-dimensional systems.
As the temperature is lowered below a critical value, we

find that the correlation function in an intermediate range
3!T < r < 20!T is well described by a power-law decay,
whereas exponential behavior is clearly disfavored. We
quantify this by extracting the "2 for both fit functions at
different temperatures and observe a clear transition from
exponential to algebraic decay [see Fig. 1(b)]. This quali-
tative change in g1!r" provides an alternative way to
determine the phase transition temperature Tc from the
kink in "2!T" [31]. We find that the corresponding Tc
obtained in this manner agrees with the temperature
associated with the onset of pair condensation that was
measured in our previous work [24].
The power-law decay of g1!r" means that the spatial

coherence of the entire sample is characterized by a single
exponent #. Figure 2 shows the experimentally determined
# for all the interaction strengths accessed in this work.
We find #!T" to increase with temperature until it reaches
a maximal value at Tc, indicating a slower falloff of
correlations at lower temperatures. Although such temper-
ature dependence is qualitatively consistent with the BKT
theory, we observe the values of the exponents to be in the
range 0.6–1.4 for the temperatures accessed in the meas-
urement, which is substantially above the expectation of
# ! 0.25 for the homogeneous setup.
To confirm the large scaling exponents in the trapped

system, we compute the one-body density matrix on the
bosonic side by using the QMC technique described above.
This allows us to determine both the trap-averaged corre-
lation function g1!r" as well as the central correlation
function G1!r; 0". The trap-averaged g1!r" shows the
same behavior as in the experimental case, i.e., a transition

from exponential to algebraic decay at low temperatures.
The corresponding QMC transition temperatures also agree
with the measured values of Tc for ~g # 0.60, 1.07, and
2.76. Furthermore, the maximal scaling exponent at Tc
extracted from the QMC g1!r" for ~g # 0.6 is approximately
1.35, which is close to the experimentally determined
#!Tc"! 1.4. The central correlation function G1!r; 0"
shows a transition to algebraic order as well—with the
same Tc as in the experiment—but with a maximal
exponent of approximately 0.25, as expected for a homo-
geneous system. This finding is also in agreement with the
measurement of G1!r; 0" in the interference experiments
[14] and is explained by the nearly uniform density in the
center of the trap.
Figure 2(a) shows the comparison between the exper-

imental and QMC values of #!T" for ~g # 0.60
[ln!kFa2D"! "7.3]. Although both show similar depend-
ence on temperature, we find a considerable quantitative
deviation between them. As discussed in Supplemental
Material [31], this discrepancy can mostly be attributed to
the effect of the finite imaging resolution in the measure-
ment of ~n!k", which leads to an apparent broadening at low
momenta and thus overestimates the value of #. We show an
estimate of this temperature-dependent effect on the expo-
nents (open red triangles) in Fig. 2(a). There may be other
effects in the experiment that contribute additionally to
the deviation, such as higher-order corrections to the
determination of ~g from the fermionic scattering parameters
and density-dependent inelastic loss processes.
The experimental and simulated data raise the question

why correlations in the trapped system decay with a larger
scaling exponent than in the homogeneous case. To elucidate
the role of inhomogeneity, we consider the bosonic field
operator given by $̂!r"! !!!!!!!!!

%!r"
p

exp$i&̂!r"%. In this repre-
sentation, it is clear that one contribution to the decay of
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an exponent which increases with temperature in agreement with the BKT theory. The power-law decay eventually ceases at Tc, where a
maximal exponent #c is reached. (c) The value of #c is approximately constant for all ln!kFa2D" where we have previously observed
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Observa8on	of	density	holes	in	the	cloud

Group of J.-I. Shin (Seoul),  
PRL 110, 175302 (2013)
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Observa8on	of	phase	defects
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Testing	superfluidity	with	a	Rb	atomic	gas

Impurity:	focused	laser	beam	that	repels	the	atoms

LASER

Does	a	moving	impurity	“heat”	the	sample?	

4 Le défaut dans un gaz de Bose

FIGURE 4.5: Mesure du profil en deux dimensions. (a) Une des premières images du défaut
dans un nuage bidimensionnel. (b) L’évolution longitudinal du profil du défaut a été mesurée
en décalant le foyer du faisceau laser. Un effet d’astigmatisme n’est pas visible. (Données
préliminaires)

laser d’amplitude Ad et d’une largeur à 1/
p

e de w0 le potentiel

U(r) =
1
2

mw2
?r2 + Ade

� r2

2s2
0 , (4.1)

la densité des atomes dans un nuage thermique à température T est proportionnelle
à

n µ e�
U(r)
kBT . (4.2)

Dans l’approximation d’un défaut à une amplitude petit devant l’amplitude du nuage,
la distribution des atomes autour du défaut devient approximativement une fonction
gaussienne, cependant en présence d’un défaut à grande amplitude cette approxi-
mation n’est plus justifiée. Une évaluation numérique nous a montré que cet effet
augmente l’erreur de la mesure jusqu’un facteur deux. Néanmoins, la figure 4.5 n’est
toujours pas comprise en totalité.
En conclusion, ces mesures sur un nuage thermique ne sont pas pertinantes. Des ef-
fets thermiques perturbent la mesure trop fortement pour en conclure que le défaut
aura la même largeur dans le cas superfluide. Jusqu’au présent, une mesure à plus
basse température ne pouvait pas été effectuée à cause des difficultés avec le laser
qui produit le confinement à deux dimensions. Pourtant, nous serons bientôt capable
d’étudier le comportement du défaut dans un superfluide à deux dimensions.
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For	given	μ,T,	we	s1r	for	200	ms	and	
measure	the	slight	increase	of	temperature

Related experiment in Seoul  (2015, Yong-Il Shin’s group) 

Desbuquois et al., 
Nature Physics 8 645 (2012)
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The	critical	velocity	in	2D

cri1cal	velocity

cs	:	sound	velocity

Cri1cal			 			in	excellent	agreement	with	classical	field	simula1ons	(Mathey’s	team)μ/kBT

Cri1cal	velocity	measured	for	various	μ,	T	

NORMAL SUPERFLUID

Desbuquois et al., 
Nature Physics 8 645 (2012)

Vijay Pal Singh et al.,  
Phys. Rev. A 95, 043631 (2017)

g̃ = 0.1
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Testing	superfluidity	with	boson	molecules

Hamburg	2015	(Moritz’s	group):	strongly	interac1ng	6Li2

Weimer et al. 
Phys. Rev. Lett.  

114 095301 (2015)

Here	also	excellent	agreement	with	classical	field	simula1ons	(Mathey’s	team)	

g̃ ⇡ 1
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Superfluidity	of	polariton	fluids

systems in the so-called strong light-matter coupling regime
have turned out to be particularly promising in order to obtain
the relatively strong nonlinear interactions that are necessary
for collective behavior. In this strong coupling regime, the
photon is strongly mixed with matter degrees of freedom,
which gives rise to a new mixed quasiparticle, the polariton
(Hopfield, 1958). Pictorially, the polariton can be seen as a
photon dressed by a matter excitation: a reinforced optical
nonlinearity then appears thanks to the relatively strong inter-
actions between matter excitations. This strong coupling re-
gime can be achieved in a number of material systems, from
atomic gases (Berman, 1994; Raimond, Brune, and Haroche,
2001; Fleischhauer, Imamoǧlu, and Marangos, 2005) to semi-
conducting solid-state media both in bulk (Klingshirn, 2007;
Yu and Cardona, 2010) and in cavity (Weisbuch et al., 1992;
Deveaud, 2007) geometries, to circuit-QED systems based on
superconducting Josephson junctions (Schoelkopf and Girvin,
2008; You and Nori, 2011).

To create a stable luminous fluid, it is also crucial to give a
finite effective mass to the photon. A simple strategy for this
purpose involves a spatial confinement of the photon by
metallic and/or dielectric planar mirrors. In a planar geometry
with a dielectric medium of refractive index n0 and thickness
‘z enclosed within a pair of metallic mirrors, the photon
motion along the perpendicular z direction is quantized as
qz ! !M=‘z, M being a positive integer. For each longitu-
dinal mode, the frequency dispersion as a function of the
in-plane wave vector k has the form

!cav"k# !
c

n0

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
q2z $ k2

q
’ !o

cav $
!k2

2mcav
; (1)

where the effective mass mcav of the photon and the cutoff
frequency !o

cav ! cqz=n0 are related by the relativisticlike
expression

mcav !
!n0qz
c

! !!o
cav

c2=n20
: (2)

Using suitable values of the effective massmcav and the cutoff
frequency !o

cav extracted from microscopic calculations
(Savona, 1999), the generic form (1) of the dispersion can
be extended to the case of dielectric mirrors. In the presence
of a resonant electronic excitation strongly coupled to the
cavity mode, the elementary excitations of the cavity have
a polaritonic character with a peculiar dispersion law that
reflects their hybrid light-matter nature. An example of such
dispersion is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 1: In spite of
the complex light-matter interaction dynamics, the bottom of
the lower polariton branch is still well approximated by a
parabolic dispersion with an effective mass mLP and a cutoff
frequency !o

LP.
Historically, a first elaboration of the concept of photon fluid

dates back to the work of Brambilla et al. (1991) and Staliunas
(1993), where the time evolution of the coherent electromag-
netic field in a laser cavity with large Fresnel number was
reformulated in terms of hydrodynamic equations analogous
to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for the superfluid order pa-
rameter. The local light intensity corresponds to the photon
density and the spatial gradient of its phase to the local current;
the collective behavior originates from the effective photon-
photon interactions stemming from the nonlinear refractive
index of the medium as well as from gain saturation. In the

FIG. 1 (color online). Upper panel: Sketch of a planar semicon-
ductor microcavity delimited by two Bragg mirrors and embedding
a quantum well (QW). The wave vector in the z direction perpen-
dicular to the cavity plane is quantized, while the in-plane motion is
free. The cavity photon mode is strongly coupled to the excitonic
transition in the QW. A laser beam with incidence angle " and
frequency ! can excite a microcavity mode with in-plane wave
vector kk ! "!=c# sin", while the near-field (far-field) secondary

emission from the cavity provides information on the real-space
(k-space) photon density. Middle panel: The energy dispersion of
the polariton modes versus in-plane wave vector, i.e. the incidence
angle. The exciton dispersion is negligible, due to the heavy mass of
the exciton compared to that of the cavity photon. In the polariton
condensation experiments under incoherent pumping reported in
this figure, the system is incoherently excited by a laser beam tuned
at a very high energy. Relaxation of the excess energy (via phonon
emission, exciton-exciton scattering, etc.) leads to a population of
the cavity polariton states and, possibly, Bose-Einstein condensation
into the lowest polariton state. Lower panel: Experimental obser-
vation of polariton Bose-Einstein condensation obtained by increas-
ing the intensity of the incoherent off-resonant optical pump. From
Kasprzak et al., 2006.
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Hybrid	objects	in	2D,	partly	photon,	partly	exciton	(electron-hole	pair	in	a	quantum	well)
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have turned out to be particularly promising in order to obtain
the relatively strong nonlinear interactions that are necessary
for collective behavior. In this strong coupling regime, the
photon is strongly mixed with matter degrees of freedom,
which gives rise to a new mixed quasiparticle, the polariton
(Hopfield, 1958). Pictorially, the polariton can be seen as a
photon dressed by a matter excitation: a reinforced optical
nonlinearity then appears thanks to the relatively strong inter-
actions between matter excitations. This strong coupling re-
gime can be achieved in a number of material systems, from
atomic gases (Berman, 1994; Raimond, Brune, and Haroche,
2001; Fleischhauer, Imamoǧlu, and Marangos, 2005) to semi-
conducting solid-state media both in bulk (Klingshirn, 2007;
Yu and Cardona, 2010) and in cavity (Weisbuch et al., 1992;
Deveaud, 2007) geometries, to circuit-QED systems based on
superconducting Josephson junctions (Schoelkopf and Girvin,
2008; You and Nori, 2011).

To create a stable luminous fluid, it is also crucial to give a
finite effective mass to the photon. A simple strategy for this
purpose involves a spatial confinement of the photon by
metallic and/or dielectric planar mirrors. In a planar geometry
with a dielectric medium of refractive index n0 and thickness
‘z enclosed within a pair of metallic mirrors, the photon
motion along the perpendicular z direction is quantized as
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Using suitable values of the effective massmcav and the cutoff
frequency !o

cav extracted from microscopic calculations
(Savona, 1999), the generic form (1) of the dispersion can
be extended to the case of dielectric mirrors. In the presence
of a resonant electronic excitation strongly coupled to the
cavity mode, the elementary excitations of the cavity have
a polaritonic character with a peculiar dispersion law that
reflects their hybrid light-matter nature. An example of such
dispersion is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 1: In spite of
the complex light-matter interaction dynamics, the bottom of
the lower polariton branch is still well approximated by a
parabolic dispersion with an effective mass mLP and a cutoff
frequency !o

LP.
Historically, a first elaboration of the concept of photon fluid

dates back to the work of Brambilla et al. (1991) and Staliunas
(1993), where the time evolution of the coherent electromag-
netic field in a laser cavity with large Fresnel number was
reformulated in terms of hydrodynamic equations analogous
to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for the superfluid order pa-
rameter. The local light intensity corresponds to the photon
density and the spatial gradient of its phase to the local current;
the collective behavior originates from the effective photon-
photon interactions stemming from the nonlinear refractive
index of the medium as well as from gain saturation. In the

FIG. 1 (color online). Upper panel: Sketch of a planar semicon-
ductor microcavity delimited by two Bragg mirrors and embedding
a quantum well (QW). The wave vector in the z direction perpen-
dicular to the cavity plane is quantized, while the in-plane motion is
free. The cavity photon mode is strongly coupled to the excitonic
transition in the QW. A laser beam with incidence angle " and
frequency ! can excite a microcavity mode with in-plane wave
vector kk ! "!=c# sin", while the near-field (far-field) secondary

emission from the cavity provides information on the real-space
(k-space) photon density. Middle panel: The energy dispersion of
the polariton modes versus in-plane wave vector, i.e. the incidence
angle. The exciton dispersion is negligible, due to the heavy mass of
the exciton compared to that of the cavity photon. In the polariton
condensation experiments under incoherent pumping reported in
this figure, the system is incoherently excited by a laser beam tuned
at a very high energy. Relaxation of the excess energy (via phonon
emission, exciton-exciton scattering, etc.) leads to a population of
the cavity polariton states and, possibly, Bose-Einstein condensation
into the lowest polariton state. Lower panel: Experimental obser-
vation of polariton Bose-Einstein condensation obtained by increas-
ing the intensity of the incoherent off-resonant optical pump. From
Kasprzak et al., 2006.
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Kasprzak et al.,Nature 443 409 (2006)

• Very	low	effec1ve	mass

• Interac1ons	due	to	the	exciton	part

low	dens:	1	μm-2 large	dens:	40	μm-2

Flow	around	a	sta8c	defect

Amo et al., Nat. Phys. 5 805 (2009)

Quasi-condensa8on	
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Propagation	of	sound	waves	in	a	2D	gas

Modula1on	of	the	atomic	
density	for	a	short	period	
(20	ms)	on	one	edge

Density	modula1on	
right	arer	the	excita1on

Mul1ple	bounces	of	the	wave	packet	
Sound	velocity	2mm/s

Propagation	time	(ms)

0 100 300200

60µm

J.-L. Ville et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 145301 (2018)
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The	sound	velocity	in	our	2D	gas
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Line:	predic1on	by	Ozawa	and	Stringari,	
based	on	the	equa1on	of	state	calculated	
by	Prokofev	and	Svistunov	

J.-L. Ville et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 145301 (2018)

Observa1on	of	“second	sound”,	
related	to	the	superfluid	component 87Rb,	g̃ = 0.15
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The	two-fluid	model	(both	3D	and	2D)
TiszaLondon

The	essence	of	the	model:	superfluid	+	normal	components	

⇢ = ⇢s + ⇢n j = ⇢svs + ⇢nvn

Total density Total current

• The	entropy	of	the	fluid	is	anributed	en1rely	to	the	normal	fluid

• The	superfluid	flow	is	irrota1onal,	except	for	quan1zed	vor1ces	(which	are	not	relevant	for	sound	waves)

Propaga8on	of	a	weak	perturba8on	with	a	low	frequency	ω

• Superfluid	hydrodynamics:		 								(i.e.,	wavelength	>>	healing	length)			ω ≪ μ/ℏ

• Normal	hydrodynamics:			 											(i.e.,	wavelength	>>	mean	free	path)	ω ≪ Γcoll

Leads	to	two	wave	equa1ons: @2⇢

@t2
= r2P

@2s̃

@t2
=

⇢s
⇢n

s̃2 r2T

P : pressure s̃ : entropy/unit	mass

Two	types	of	sound	waves

Bi-square	equa1on	for	the	speed	of	sound:	 		with	 	func1ons	of		 	c4 − αc2 + β = 0 α, β ρs/ρn
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Observa1on	of	the	two	sounds

Cambridge : Hadzibabic group (Nature, 2021) 

“universal” jump

Superfluid phase space density 𝒟s
c / cBogoliubov

 T / Tcrit  𝒟total / 𝒟crit

39K,	g̃ = 0.64

@2⇢

@t2
= r2P

@2s̃

@t2
=

⇢s
⇢n

s̃2 r2T
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Summary

From	Peierls	to	Berezinskii	-	Kosterlitz	-	Thouless

Peierls 1907-1985

Vadim L'vovich Berezinskii (Obituary)
A. A. Abrikosov, L. P. Gor'kov, I. E. Dzyaloshinskii, A. I. Larkin, A. B. Migdal, L. P. Pitaevskii,
and I. M. Khalatnikov
Usp. Fiz. Nauk 133, 553-554 (March 1981]

PACS numbers: 01.60. + q

Vadim L'vovich Berezinskii, a talented theoretical
physicist, died on June 23, 1980 after a long difficult
illness.

V. L. Berezinskii was born on July 15, 1935, in Kiev.
Having graduated in 1959 from the Physics Department
at Moscow State University, and then completing
graduate work at MIFI, he was directed in 1963 to work
at the Moscow Textile Institute. Starting in 1968, he
worked in the Scientific Research Institute for Heat
Instrumentation, and in 1977, he tranferred to the
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics at the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR.

V. L. Berezinskii had a wide range of interests:
from problems in hydrodynamics and solid state
physics to problems in elementary particle physics and
gravitation. He was one of those few people who
tackled difficult problems and solved them. His talent
was revealed most clearly and fully when he encoun-
tered problems in which a clear physical statement of
the problem required at the same time overcoming
considerable mathematical difficulties. For such
problems, he was unique. Here, together with his
talent as a theoretical physicist, his endowments,
which allowed everyone around him to see in him an
outstanding mathematician, were revealed.

For the few years that were given to him by fate,
he had time to accomplish much. His name will always
remain in the world physics literature primarily in
connection with the solution of two fundamental prob-
lems: theory of phase transitions in two-dimensional
systems and theory of localization in disordered one-
dimensional conductors.

Recently, a large number of two-dimensional systems
has been discovered experimentally. These include
He4 films and smectic liquid crystals, submonoatomic
layers, adsorbed on crystal surfaces, layered mag-
netic substances, dichalcogenides of transition metals,
and others. Interest in these systems is to a large
extent explained by the many unusual physical proper-
ties of such systems, predicted by V. L. Berezinskii.
In the past, it was known that long-range order in such
systems is destroyed by thermal fluctuations at any
temperature. V. L. Berezinskii first showed that, in
spite of this, a thin (of the order of several angstroms)
film of liquid helium at low temperatures has the
property of superfluidity. Two-dimensional crystals,
which do not have long-range order, have a finite shear
modulus. Two-dimensional magnetic substances show
a resistance to a nonuniform rotation of spins. V. L.
Berezinskii understood the general nature of all these
phenomena and called them transverse rigidity, which
is now adopted in world literature. He showed that in

VADIM L'VOVICH
BEREZINSKII
(1935-1980)

systems having transverse rigidity correlations drop
off slowly (as a power law) with temperature, which is
what determines the fundamental properties of the new
low-temperature phase, Berezinskii's phase.

V. L. Berezinskii first discovered the important role
of topological defects in this phase: vortices in a film
of superfluid He4, dislocations in a two-dimensional
crystal, and vortical configurations in magnetic sub-
stances. At low temperatures, such defects form
molecules. At some definite temperature, these mole-
cules begin to dissociate, leading to destruction of
Berezinskii's phase. A quantitative calculation of the
dissociation of defect molecules was carried out two
years later in other papers. An experiment on a film
of He4 brilliantly confirmed the predictions of the the -
ory.

V. L. Berezinskii's ideas were fruitful in many areas.
His ideas on topological defects, which gave rise to
many interesting applications both in the physics of the
condensed state as well as in elementary particle
physics, gave rise to special interest.

The last decade was marked by an increased interest
in problems of electron transport in linear organic con-
ductors. In this connection, it was necessary to de-
termine the extent of the validity of the qualitative
arguments of Mott and Twose (1961), predicting that in
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No	breaking	of	a	con1nuous	symmetry	in	a	2D	system	at		 	T ≠ 0

BKT	:	A	non	conven1onal	phase	transi1on	is	s1ll	possible

Superfluid	transi5on

R. Peierls 1907-95
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The	role	of	AMO	systems

Quantum	fluids	with	atoms,	molecules,	photons,	polaritons,	have	
provided	a	unique	insight	in	several	aspects	of	BKT	physics

• Superfluid	behavior	and	cri1cal	point

Current	and	future	developments

• Influence	of	disorder

• Visualisa1on	of	vor1ces

• Sound	propaga1on

• Dynamics	across	the	phase	transi1on:	revisi1ng	the	Kibble-Zurek	mechanism

• Evidence	for	algebraic	decay:	 		
																						 	at	the	cri1cal	point	(Oxford	2022)

G1(r) ∝ r−α

α ≈ 1/4


